oxygen availability. Future studies will be necessary to fill in the puzzles of this mechanistic loop and to determine whether this pathway represents a viable therapeutic target.
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Two ways to make an mtDNA bottleneck
Konstantin Khrapko
Rapid changes in mitochondrial DNA allele frequency between generations have been explained by an 'mtDNA bottleneck' in the germ line, and it has recently been proposed that mtDNA aggregates, or nucleoids, drive such a bottleneck. Now, a new study finds a sharp reduction in mtDNA content in the germ line and suggests that such reduction alone may account for the bottleneck effect.
At conception, we receive about 100,000 copies of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) that populate the egg. Intriguingly, all these copies are usually identical. How and why does Nature maintain such extraordinary uniformity? As mitochondrial genomes in a cell are manifold, they can compensate for the defects of one another and therefore tolerate mutations. Thus, mtDNA in the germ line should be highly prone to quietly accumulating detrimental mutations, one genome at a time, until the genetic pool of the population is critically contaminated. Fortunately, this does not happen, because mitochondrial genomes populating an oocyte do not evolve independently: instead, they all usually descend from a single mtDNA molecule that existed just several generations before. Such a molecule in most cases is free of mutations. If, however, this mtDNA does carry a pathogenic mutation, the corresponding oocyte would receive a high percentage of pathogenic mtDNA and would probably be eliminated 1 In the huge population of 100,000 mtDNA that we receive from our mothers, genetic drift would be hopelessly slow. To boost the genetic drift we need a bottleneck-a stage in germ line development with low numbers of mtDNA molecules per cell. Indeed, in early development, the germ line exists as primordial germ cells (PGCs), which presumably contain relatively few mtDNA molecules. In mice, it has been estimated that to account for the observed genetic drift, PGCs should contain very few mtDNA copies, approximately 200 each 6 . The first direct measurements of PGC mtDNA content brought a surprise: PGCs contain about 2,000 mtDNA copies 4 . This still may be called a bottleneck considering that the copy number at other stages of the female germ line is much higher, but 2,000 is tenfold too many copies to sustain the observed genetic drift 6 (Fig. 1a) . To explain this discrepancy, Cao et al. invoked nucleoids, hypothetical aggregates of several mtDNA molecules that segregate as a single unit 7 . If all mtDNA of each nucleoid is of the same ancestry, then nucleoids, not individual mtDNA molecules, are the members of the cellular mtDNA population. This would imply a much narrower effective bottleneck, as measured by the number of segregation units (nucleoids), rather than mtDNA molecules (Fig. 1b) , and proportionally faster drift.
Variable bottleneck and more
In contrast, Cree et al. 3 now suggest that nucleoids are not necessarily needed, and propose that rapid genetic drift in the germ line can be explained by a combination of several other factors. First, the authors used Stella-GFP protein-a marker of the PGC line with improved specificity as compared to alkaline phosphatase histochemistry, which has previously been used to examine PGC mtDNA copy number 4 -to demonstrate that the mtDNA content of PGCs varies with time and has a sharp minimum in early PGCs just before mtDNA replication in the embryo is initiated (Fig. 1c) . This bottleneck narrowing gives genetic drift a boost, though because the minimum is short-lived, the overall drift is increased only moderately, about 2.5-fold. Second, unlike previous studies 4, 6 , which used Wright's equation 8 to estimate genetic drift, Cree et al. employed a computer simulation of a variable size bottleneck that cannot be described by Wright's equation. Notably, in the constant size portion of the bottleneck, where Wright's equation is applicable, the simulation by Cree et al. predicted a ~2.5-fold higher drift rate than that estimated by using Wright's equation. The exact reason for this difference is unclear and needs further investigation. These two factors, the variable size bottleneck and the higher drift rate generated by the simulation, can account for most of the observed excess of genetic drift. Furthermore, observations by Cree et al. point to other factors that may be boosting genetic drift. In particular, mtDNA copy number distribution in early PGCs is impressively wide, spanning about two orders of magnitude (20-2,000 mtDNA copies per cell). Thus, the germ line bottleneck may be more accurately represented by a superposition of multiple bottlenecks of different width (each corresponding to a particular germ cell lineage), which should result in a higher perceived genetic drift.
Although the current study suggests that the mtDNA bottleneck may be accounted for without invoking nucleoids 3 , this does not preclude their involvement. Rather, it seems likely that multiple factors, including those discussed above, may be driving the mitochondrial bottleneck. Further investigation into this complex system is needed in order to clarify the nature of the mtDNA bottleneck.
